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We assume the reader is familiar with the definition and elementary properties 
Of the {group) complexity of a finite semigroup or of a fiiite statt sequential 
mactrine. See [ 13 chapters 6 and 9, or 161, at 173. 
AEI sk;migroups cansidertfd are finite unless it is cxpkitly stated otherwise. WC 
also assume the reader is acquainted with the terminology and results of ( 11 chap- 
ter3 1.54. 
Ekein, we derive the strangest k~er bounds #Q(S) (defined below) achieved to 
date far t.he (grip) camplcxjty, #G(S), of the finite semtbraup S, #,(S) 5 +$S). 
In all examples and ems known to the authors #F&S) = +(S) and we conjecture 
(with sume hope) 4+,&Y’) = 4$-(S) fur ail finite semigroups S.The conjecture is known 
to be true if S ‘; a union af groups (see chapter 9 of [ f ] ) at more generally if S is 
regular and S B is combinatorial. Furthermore it is true if S has at most two non- 
zero 9 COWS. #rcS, is defined as follows. T is said to be a “T ” semi~zrp $$ iff 
r” is generated by a chain 1. 
iff St L # 
> L, > . . . > 1: of certain of its h -classes. Here as 
usu& t t > !: 3 S L, - XUT) is &e subsemigrcrup af T generated by its 
idempotents. shen #jS) ’ rs, by definition, the largest non-negative integer t so that 
there exists a chain of subsemigroups 
. 
On the road ta proving this inequality we atso prove that all invatse semignrups 
have ~gnwp~ cumplexity 5 11. We also show that if the irreducible semigroup 
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$$ A variation of type I %cm&,~oup introduced in Definition 9.2.4.(i) of [ 11. In fact this paper 
is a geneMzation to arbitrary fur&e semigroups of 8 = t$ proved in chapter 9 of ( I(. 
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u, = { 0, 6 )’ is not a subsemigroup of S (or as we will say S is an ‘R 1” semigroup 
since there is at most one idempotent in any W class), then again ##) 5 1 l 
We say that the semigroup S commutes oue~gpoups iff for each group G, there 
exists a group G’ and a combinatorial semigroup C’ SO that G w S divides C’w G’. We 
also show that “R 1 ” semipups ate cxaxdy the sem&ruups which commute over 
pups. Thus inverse semigrvtrps commute over groups since they are “R IT’ semi- 
groups. 
As an application to automata theory we conclude that any cascade combination 
of Abelian machines (machine quals finite state sequential machine) can be per- 
formed by a cascade atf a single group machine followed by a single combinatorial 
machine. This follows from the above, since Abdian semigfoups are “R 1 ” semi- 
groups and “R 1 ” is closed under wreath products and division. 
Finally, given a collection of machines ?M whose semigroups are msptoQIs (i.e. 
have identities) then exactly one of ihe following occur: 
( 1) Every cascade combination of members of % has complexity zero, or equiv- 
alently, all the semigroups of members of % are combinatorial; 
(2) Casctie combinations of members of % having arbitrary large Q _ ;Iplexity 
exist; 
(3) Every cascade combination of members of W has complexity <, 1 and some 
member of c)lt has complexity I, or equivalently, the semigroup of each member of 
% is an “R 1” semigroup, and at least one is non-combinatorial. 
In particular, if the complexity of cascade combinations of a &lection of 
machines i  bounded by k, then k is fess than or equal to 1. 
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Q 1. Complexity of inverse semigroups 
In the folklwing ail semigraups arp assumed to have finite order. 
We retail that an inverse semigroup S IS a semigroup for which each element sES 
has a unique semigroup inverse denoted 3-l * That is, s = ~8s and 8 = s-k1 . (See 
[Z] chaptsr 1 ur [ I j chapter 7.) An inverse semigroup is regular, each A.? class has a 
unique idempotent, eacir %? cf& has a unique idempotent, and the number of ‘72 
classes equals the number of l? ciasse-s ineach 2 ciass. The reader can refer to [ 11 
chapters S-9 far an exposition of the definition and concepts employed next. 
1.1. Proposition, Let S be an inverse semigroup of order n. Let Sn be the symmetric 
gruup on n letters, let & = { I, .,., n), and let 1/12 = ( O)l. Then 
and therefure C&Y) < (2.C). In particular, +$S) 5 I. 
Proof. tt is wefi knawn(see 12) Theorem t 2O)that S is isurnurphk to a submi- 
group of thr; symmetric inverse semigroup on 12 lcttcrs denoted SISR(X, ). SiSR(Xn) 
is the set of al partial 1: 1 maps can n letters (see either 121 chapter P or 1 I ] chapter 
1 ,Ex. 1.4j). 
fii, = (& for a11 i in the domain off 
It is easy to verify that $ is an onto homcamarphism. Thus SI SK+& b I( U-J. Uz) w 
MN, S,,S and CW 5 Cz, Ch 
The above proposition vindicates the intuition that “inverse semigroups are 
*nearly* grruups”. 
I .a. Notation. Let G be a group. Denote by f# C?% (12, C) the semigroup of n X n 
matrices with entries in Go that are both row monomial and column monomial. That 
is, matrices which have at most one non-zero entry in each row and each column. 
CleNly 92 0 -X (n, C) is an inverse semigroup since for [ai/] E w (2 31[ (n, G), 
[$“,/I is the unique semigroup inverse of [Qij] , where 0-l = 0 by convention. 
1.3. R~poaition. bt S be an RM semigroup (see [ 1 J chapter 8, Definition 2.14) 
whose distinguished i eal I is an inverse semigroup. Then S is an LM semigroup 
with respect o I. Furthermare, S is a svbsemigoup of an inverse semigroup. so 
CIS) < (2, G) and #&‘I 5 I. 
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Roof. 1 is Mmplc and regular, so give I a Rees matrix representation~(C;A,B;Q 
where G‘ is a maximal subgroup of J = I -- (0 ), the non-zero 2 class of S in I. Since 
by assumption f is inverse, iA 1 = If31 and C is the identity matrix. Given this repre- 
sentation of I, we now can represent S faithfully as 3 semigroup of n X rr row 
monomial matrices over G, where n = IB I {see section 2 of chapter 8 of [ I] ). We 
will show that each element of S (as a matrix) is also column monomial. 
Let s ES and let R, be the ruw monomial matrix associated with s. Also, for 
each s f S, t&e exists a column monomial matrix L, over G that describes horir s 
acts on I by left multiplication. This representation need not in general be faithful. 
The matri,y form of the “linked equation” (see Fact 2. t 4 and Problem X2.1 5 of 
ch.~ptev 7 of [ 113 says that for each s ES 
But C is the n X n identity matrix so R, = L, and R, is therefore both row and 
column monomial. Thus the representation s -+ L, is faithful and S is an LM semi- 
group. 
‘Thus S has a faithful representation as a subsemigroup of the inverse semigroup 
% e ?M (n, C;) and thus c(s) 5 (2, G) by Proposition t.. 1. 
1.4. Remark. (a) Notice %! e % (n, { 1 ) j = SK&Q) and 92 t? Qf (n. G) satisfies 
ihe hypothesis of Proposition 1.3 for alf n and G, by taking I to be a)) those n X n 
matrices with at most one non-zero entry in the entire matrix. 
(b) Let S satisfy the hypothesis of Proposition 1.3 and further suppose I is a non- 
combinatorial ideal (e.g. %? (L? % (n, G), n >, 1 I G # (1)). Then (I. .3) proves that 
S is a GM semigroup and (C, 1) 5 as) 5 (c, 2); thus if S is not a group, we have 
C(S) = (C v G, 2) or (C, 2& Contrast his with the fact that if S is a GM semigroup 
with respect o the ideal I, and S is not a group but 1 is a union of groups, then 
C(S) = (C, k) for some k 2 2. (se chapter 0 of (1) .) 
. 
We have shown that #&nverse semigroups) <, 1. We will strengthen this in the 
next section by showing that even semidirect Or wreath products of inverse semi- 
groups till have complexity 5 1. 
§ 2. *‘RI” Semigroups 
2.1. Defmitian and remarks. (a) An “R l” semigroup is a semigroup in which no two 
distict idempotents are %! eyuivaient, i.e. each %! class contains rrt most one idem- 
potent. For example, inverse semigroups are “R t ” semigroups. Also, ail Abelian 
semigroups are ‘*I? I *’ semigrOups. 
(b) By cil we denote the semigroup i:e b )‘* Clearly, S is an “R I*’ semigroup ‘iff 
Lit g Se But in [ 11 chapt.er 5, in the proof of Lemma 3.6, it is shown that L/t c S 
iff C$ f S, and that Cr* E tRR. That is to say, if U, I (X,, S2) w (X,, S,) then U, 1st 
or U1 [ S,. It is then easily concluded that the property ‘R I’* is closed under 
wreath products and dkision. 
Consider any regular 2 class$ of an “‘I? 111’1 semigroup S. If JO is given a Rees 
matrix representation, then the structure matrix C of Ja can be normalized to zeros 
and t’s (1 lying the identity of the structure group) since each column of C has at 
most one non-zero entry. (See [ 13 chapter 7.) Furthermore, if we apply the honk- 
morphism RM, [and hence GMJ and RIAQ) to S, the image of J U F(J), i.e. thz 
distinguished i eal of RMI(S), wilt be an inverse semigroup. To see this, it is neces- 
sary to reeaEt that RM, (ad hence GMJ and RLIJ) identifies columns of the 
structure matrix ofJO that are proportional (on the rightj. (See [ 11 8.2.22.) A 
little reflection will show &hat he only form (after perhaps permuting rows and 
columns) that a istructure matrix for Jo can take (since it is an ‘R *‘* semigroup) is
that sfrcliwn i fig. 1, so that under RM, the structure matrix must collapse down 
to an identity matrix. 
A 
1 2 3 n 
i_.. ix-ii b,.....b,. 
. l . . f . 
1 
. . . *  l l  I . . . . . . l . 
n 0 ..* 0 0 l *, 0 0 4.. 0 . . . 1 . . . 1 
i 
Fig. 1. B X A structure matrix of J. 
Thus we have proved the following (by Proposition 1.3). 
2.2. Lemnaa. If an RM semigroup isan “RI” semigroup, then it is a subsemigroup of 
an invet semigroup. 
Recall ( f I] chapter 6) that if S is a subdirect product of semigroups S 1, .-., sn 
(wAtten S 55 S, X ..* X SJ then C(s) = Lub {C(S,): i = 1, . . . . n ) and #G(S) = 
m;ix(#(;(Si): i= 1, . . . . n ). We refer to this fact a@Wrn I fur cvmplexity. 
2.3. Theorem. (a) The class $f ‘*?Q ” semigroups i closd under division, semidirec t 
and wreath products. 
(b) Let S be an “RI ” semigroup. Then qS) 5 (2, C). 
&c.&‘. The assertion of (a) was proved in 2.1(b). We now prove (b) by induction on 
1 S 1. Assume (b) is true for ail semigroups whose order is less than n, and let /Sf = n. 
If S is nat subdirectly indecomposable, then S <, SSt X ,.. X Sn where ISi1 < tS1, 
i = 1. . . . . . n, so bv induction and Axium I for complexity,c(;S) 5 (2,G). 
Thus-we can-assume S is subdirectfy indzcomp&abIe. By .hopcrsition 8.2.12 of 
[ 1) , S is either a GM, RL&$ or LLM semigroup or S has a unique Q-minimal idea\ / 
that is null. IfS is GM ar RLM, then S is an RM semigroup, so by Lemma 2.2, 
C(S) d (2, G). 
The proof of the the,drern far the remaining cases wiU be h.andted by a series of 
lemmas that utilize the machine methods of [ 1 J chapter 5. We wiIf construct he 
machine Sf out of other m:ichines whase semigraups are of knower complexity in 
such a kvay as to prove the theorem. The first lemma shows that it is enough ta be 
able to construct :A machine f that computes as Sf except at zero. More precisely, 
we have 
2.4. Lemma. Let S be a semigroup with a zero, and suppose there exists 3 machine 
f : CS -+ S such that if Sr(QI) # 0 for QI E CS, then f(a) = SfiQr). Then 
Proof. Consider the machine quation 
where S# is the set S -- {O 1, and 
and 
A :S+SXS withA@j=(s, s) 
k:(SU (*)sXS*S 
with 
We verify equation (1 ‘j; for notation, let ak = (sl, . . . . sk), k = 1, . . . . n, and let 
tk = f@). Consider the sequence Q, and suppog k, 1 5 k < n, is the smallest 
integer such that S&) = 0. Then S@i) = fra$ = ti for i = I, . . . . k - 1, by assump_ 
tion. Thus ti._lSi = ti = SrC,i) for i = 2, . . . . k - 1, and therefore quation ( 1) is correct 
for inputs al, . . . . a&_1. Now, since tk_] = S~(Q_~), we have ~_ts& = S&Q_& = 
S&Q) = 0. Then equation ( 1) gives 0 for input crk and all inputs thereafter regard- 
lnnb *F +h* .,nL,*E #xF 4YA-b b i > k Taal. arr*.rI+;firs i 11 ;e .~~~~Ccsrl hl*... ..n:rrrr rL,n &ml.. 
1~x4 WL LIIZ; VUIUF~ vi 1 yug, # _ n. 131U3 Cb~UaUUJl \ J t JJ VCIIJ JCU. L-VW lJ$lJJ~ 1Jlt ICZla- 
tions between machine quations and wreath products of c?hapter 5 of [ I] we have 
2.5. RemI& Let S be an ‘X1”’ KM semigroup with distinguished i eal I +IZ*(G;A,61;C’). 
By Prr)po:iition 13 w(5: em 03nsider S as a semigroup of row monomial matrices (n>rn) 
over Co. Defke a map 6 : S --, G,, the group af units of %!%(n, G), (i.e. the elc- 
ments of %! % (11, G) with exactly one entry in each row and column) as 6~llows: 
Take the matrix s and extend it arbitrarily to a matrix of G,, calling that lektnent 
$(s). That Is, cntttr into each zero row uf s a group entry in such a wan as ts obtair‘ . 
an element of G, l This can he done since s E S is column monomial by Proposition 
1.3. 
Notice that [(‘G X f?) U {O 1, S\ and [(CX B) V {O ],G,] are faithful transfor- 
mation Wmigroups. 
We now introduce the tight x~i’~or of a $7 crass, a construction by which global 
questions iuonccmiag a null 2 c-lass of a semigroup can sometimes be reduced to the 
’ study af a regular 0 class. 
2.7. hct. Let I be a $) class of a semigroup S. Let CY(J) = {s ES : Js W -;F: 0). Then 
(a) 44 is a union of $J classes ofS and if& and 52 are 2 classes of S such tha: 
J1 C &I) and .I1 sJ2, &en J2 c cx(J). 
(b) cr(f)has a unique (‘1 minimal $J class which is regular. 
Ptoaf. To prove (a), we note ihat the complement of a(J) in S, that is {s ES : Js nJ= O& 
is an ideal. Thus, the complement, ;uld hence a(J) are unions of 9 classes. The second 
statement failaws easily, since aIJ) is the complement of an ideal. 
(bj bt J1 be a (5) minim& 9 class of &I). We show first that for each j EJ. there 
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exists s E Jt such that js EJ. Let s EJ1. Then there exists j E J such that js E J. If 
j’ .@ j, then there exists x ES such that j = xj’. Now js =xj’s E J m j’s E J. Suppuse 
j’ % j. Then there exists y E S such that j = j’y,_and js = j’ys EJ. Then ys E a(J), 
and soys EJi by minimality and j’(j@ EJ. Thus every element ofl is “kept up” 
by multiplication by some element ofJl. 
Let j E J and s E J, be such that js E J. Then by the above there exists t E Jt 
such that jst EJ which implies SI EJt by minimality. ThusJt is regular. 
Finally, suppose J1 and .I2 are two distinct minimal $J classes af *,,Q. Then 
JtJ2 new(s) = 0. Let j EJ and s1 EJI be such that& EJ. SinceJz is minimal, 
there exists st E J2 such that js& EL sc3 sts2 E HJ), a contradiction. Thus c@‘) 
has a unique minimal 9 class that is regular. 
2.8. Definition. The n@~t activator of./, b%(J), is the unique (5) minimal 2 dass 
of S contained in ar(Sp. By Fact 2.7, RA(J) is weif defined and regular. Qf course, 
RA(J) = 4’ iff .I is regular. 
2.9. LA:mma. Let J k: a $J class of a semigroup S and let ,TI = RA(J). Then 
(a) For each j E J, there exists an (idempotent) element e WI such that j = jc. 
(b) Define the (not necessarily faithful) transformation semigroups (Jr S) and 
(., S’) in the usual way. For each j EJ, choose an element e,- E.+ such that j = iti_. 
Make (Jy, S) faithful by applying R&Ill to S. Then for aft j EJ and s ES we have 
i* s = icpi = RMJI (s)) 
where if ei’ RhQ (s) = 0 E.$ it is understood that j(eI- RHJ (s)) = 0 EP? 
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Roof. (a} Let j EL Then there exists s E J1 such that js E 9. Then js 34 j,. SO there 
exists t E S such that (js)t = j. By minimality of It, st E Jt . Let e = st, or if an 
idempotent is desired, note that 
j =j(st) =j(st)2 = . . . =flsfJn , 
2.10. Rem&t. L.et j EJ and let e be an idempotent in J, such that j = je. Let R [X J 
denote the 3e &as containing X. Then fur each x E S, (R [x) O, S) is a (nut neces- 
sariJy faithful) transformation semigroup, where the action is defined in the usual 
way. Then 
where Id : S ++S is the identity map. r) : R[e]” -++ R [if ’ is defined by O(s) = js 
for sE R [e] and O(O) = 0. Furthermore O(x) = 0 iff x = 0. 
Proof, L.ef x E R [e] . Then x %? e, sojx % jtt = j. In other words jx = O(x) E R [j] . 
Therefore 0 is welldefined and O(x) = 0 iff x = 0. To show 0 is onto, let j& R [j] . 
Then there exists s E S’ such that j’ = js, so j’ = js = jes and es EJ1 by minimal&y. 
But es %! e, so S(@ s je$ * j’ and 8 is onto. We must verify that for all x cz R [e]’ 
and for aH s E S, B(x}s ;= B(.xs). If x = 0, then 3s~ =0, so 8(x)s = B(xS) in lthat case. 
If x E R [e] and xs = 0, then xs ES - a(,& i.e. xs annMates J. Thus O(x)s = (jx)s = 
j(xs) =: 0 = 8(x@. Ifxs E RI@], theer; x ER[e] and B&s) = jsx = (ix)s = 8(x)$. 
Part (b) of Lemma 2.9 is a part kutar application of the above. 
We are now ready to f4uIish the proof of the theorem. The critical idea is that the 
action of S on J (thcr: minim;31 J cta~ in the two remaining cases) can be computed 
by the action of RMJi(S’) on J, = R&J), a,nd since S 2s an “R 1 ” setnigroup, the . 
nctian of R!$ (S) on J1 can be mmputcd (up to zero) by 3gmup. by Lemma 2.6. 
Then we are id position to finish by using Lemma 2.4. 
Ptaof of Tkn~nr 2.3. The cases that remain are ( f ) S is an LLM semigroup with 
distif@shed ided I and (2) S has a unique @minimal null ideal J. In both cases, 
let S = 4 - { 0 ) be the nan-zero J class af S contained in I. Let J1 = RA(J). 
RMJ (S) is an “RI” RM xmigraup, so let + : RMJS) --* G, 3 group, be dpfined as 
in R&wk 2.5. ILet 8 = 9 +U4Jt and let g : S - S/I be the natural epimorphism 
asso&ated with 1, Finally, hr each j EJ 
tima 2.qb). 
let ei E J, be chosen so that jei = j, as :t11 
Now define the machine f : GS + S by 
where X = S X G X S/i and 
1. h, :S3X~thht(~)~(~,$(s,,rl(s)). 
9 &I h l (XU (@1)X X+SkG’XGwith 2* 
3. h3:SbWfXG+Swith 
I s ifx =I h3(s, x. g) = 0 ifxHands=O 
[ de@ g) if x # I and s # 0 (in this case s G J). 
NM, by induction, C(&‘I) <, (2, Gj, so by equation (2) and chapter 5 of f 11 J
c(fs, <(2, G). 
But we claim that the machine f has the p’olgerty that if S&x) # 0, then j’(a) = 
S&Z). Then by Lemma 2.4 
While this claim can be proved by induction on the length of a sequence of ES, 
w bekve it is more instructive to give a hueristic discussion of why the machine f 
works, leaving the verification of the claim to the reader. 
Let (xk = (s*, . . . . Sk) fz 23, k= 1,2,..* * Putting a sequence ar, intof, we see that as 
long as the product sl . . . S& = S&Q) does not fatt into I, the machine s/If wit1 give 
the correct answer. Suppose sII +*+ sn E I but s1 l-’ sn _t & /. Then the delay machine, 
hi2& computes the actual value af s, .-- 
the machine S “f. 
s, in I, and t&s value is saved forever by 
At the same time, the output, 8, of the machine Gf is saved by 
the Gb’f machine Since s oL14 s, = s E I, the uutputs of Gf at time n + 1 and after 
determine what h&pens &I s under multiphcation by s,~+,~ if se+1 # 0. That is, 
s(es-g- ‘(ggn+t j] = SS~+~ =s1 v-0 s~+~ if sl +4 sn+r # O_ Fram this discussion off, 
it is not hard ts verify that if Ssfa) # 0, then fla) = So fur all a E CS. This 
proves Theorem 2.3. 
We can now state s0me interesting 
We first need some definitions. 
important corollaries of Theorem 2.3. 
for =me combinatorial semigroup C’ and some group C’. 
(b) L.et 3 denote a collection, possibly infinite, of finite semigraups. Then 
#& = max i#c(S) : S E 6) E [Cl, +QQJ . We say C$ is bounded iff #&S) = n < +-. 
I+$$) denotes the wreath prcljlduct and divisor closure of d. See [ I] 5.2, i 7. 
2.12. Corollary. (a) E! I$ equals the “R 1” semigroups. 
(b) Let d be a collection of makds which are not all combinatorial semigroups, 
so #&@ # 0. Then the following statements are equivalent. 
(9 #G(w(d)) = 1 l 
(ii) #&I@)) is bounded. 
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(iii) dcz C? Q. 
(iv) Each member of3 is an ‘X l ” semigroup. 
(v) If,= {&#isn 0 t a subsemigroup of any member of 4. 
Proof. (a) Let S be an “X( semigroup, and consider C w S. Since all groups are 
‘X t”, C w S is also an “*I? 1” semigroup. Thus by Theorem 2.3 C(G w S) 5 (2, G), 
so G w s1c’w G@. Thus eiMzh “*I? I’* semigroup commutes over groups. Conversely 
~~U&S~~~CWU~IGWS. Butby [If Theorem6.?.lO(a), C(GwUtj=(2,C), 
and thus G w U1 never divides C’ w G’. Thus Ut 1 S implies S $ C? 9. This proves 
caj* 
(b) tet S be a marsok% Then we first naticc that {a, b )’ = 6/t 1 S iff (a, b lrl = 
LfjIS.FurttterUi<,SiffLIllS. i= 1,2,Y,by [l),in theproofof5.3.6.Thus 
(v) - (iv), By (aj (iii) e (iv). Theorem 2.3 gives us (iv) e(i), and trivially - 
(ij *(ii). Thus we must show [ii) e (v). Thus suppo~ U3 1 S for some s 69. Then 
we must show ##V(&)is unbounded. By assumption there exists for so;ne St e d 
a nun-trivisll group G 93ch that G IS,. Thus (by chapter S of [ 11). 
T,=GvrU~wcwU~w.,. w (2 w U3 (length Sn) belongs to W(d), and by Theorem 
62. IO(b) of’ [I f ) #G(?“‘) = n. Thus #c(w(&) is unbounded. 
2.13. Rem&- (si) The restriction to monoids in the second part of the previous 
coruk)c W;~S necessary, for there is a caliection of semigroups closed under wreath 
pro&c@ why #G is bounded by 1 that contain non-*X t ‘* semigroups. For ina 
SU~W, w $j U lift ), the wreath product-divisor closure of all groups 9 and Ut = 
{a li 1’. The semigroup Liz = {O ir does not divide any member of w( 9 U lJ1 ) 
beawe l..$ E lRR, and it is easy ts see &at any semigroup nut divisible by U2 is 
a nilpotent extension of 3 simpfe semigroup, or equivalently. a semigroup whose 
only regular $? class is its kerneL These semigroups are easily shown to have 
#G 11. For a proof, %ce 131 sectian 7. 
Thus, we have & of w( Q W 0, ) bounded try t and #G of w(g U LIZ) bounded 
hy I (wince every member of W( $? Lf U2) is an “R *” semigroup), and of course we 
know that #G of W(g U L.$ j is unbounded and, in fact, consists of all finite semi- 
groups. we im agine that gG of W( 8 U Ut U U,) is bwmded by 1, i.e., we conjecture 
that #- at” the CoUection of semigroups not divisible by & (closed under wreath 
products) is bounded by 1 l 
(b) L,et S be an ‘R t’* semigroup. Then EGfSj, the subsemigroup generated by 
. the idempotents of S, is combinatorial. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.3 SIC’ w G’. Then EC&Y) 1 ffi(C’~ G’) (using Fact 1.1. I2 
of [ 11). But since EC@) = { I}, EG(C’ w G’) 2 P’(G’, C’), a combinatorial semi- 
group (see &nma 6.2.7 of [I f ). Thus EC(s) is eombinatoria2. 
A direct proof, independent of Theorem 2.3 is also possible. 
(c) From Lemma 2.2 we have that ifs is an ‘R *” semigroup, then S - SCM 
with SCM a subdirect product of subsemigroups of inverse semigroups. Clearly 
S 7 SG”. and by Lemma 1.3 and Axiom I for complexity, #&~~“) 5 1, 
Now if the “Fundamental Lemma of Complexity” were true (see chapter 9 of 
11 J ) it would imply that S 7 T impties #F&Q = #&T) (see [ 1 f 9.3.4) which 
would then immediately imply {by (1.3) and (2.2)) that #&*R r” semigroups) ‘cf 1, 
Essentially (2.3) amounts to proving the Fundamental Lemma of Complexity for 
“R 1” semigroups, which we do with the aid of the right activator. 
Currently Rhodes is writing up and checking a pr& of the Fundamental Lemma. 
The proof uses the Zeiger construction of [4] , appropriately modified, and the classi- 
fication of epimorphisms given in [S] . I 
And in terms of finite automata theory we hati 
2.94. Corollary (“‘Without flip-flops little can be done”). tet M be an arbitrary cast 
cade compositioil of machines whose semigroups do not contarn {a* b)’ (for a good 
example, say Abelian). Then M can be replaced by a cssca& of a group ma&ne fol- 
lowed by a combinatorial machine. 
Rrssf. Use the previous results and see chapters 3 and 6 of [ 11 for details. 
(53. Lower bounds for group-complexity 
In this action wc show the existewe sf 13 function #, from a01 finite semigroups, 
J, intO the non-negative integers, N, that is a lower bound for gG That is, g,(S) < - 
4fG(fi far ail S GA For every type of semigroup for which we can compute #G to 
date, we find that ;yI = #kG so we hope to be able eventually to prove #* = #C in 
general. WE: have already shown that $I1 = A$$$) for alt S which are union of groups. 
See (3.7)(‘b). 
3.11. Definition. S is a “?j *’ wr@w~~ + iff T is generated by a ehnin L 1 > L 2 > . . . 
>L,ofitsPclas~~WereasusualLt>L2iffS1Lt 3S1L2. 
We observe that FR(Xn) is a “Tt” semigroup since it is generated by its group of 
units together with any idempotent of rank .7 _- 1. 
3+X Ddbtitisn. Let S be a finite s2migroup and consider chains of slbsemigroups 
af S, [S1. EGIS, 1, S, v ECQ,). -a., S,, Ec(s, j] where S1 is a non-combinatorial 
‘*Tt ‘* semi$roup contained in S, S2 is a non+zombinatorial “T1 ” semigroup con- 
tained in EG(SI) , +.<, SR is a non-combinatorial “Tt” semigroup contained in 
ffitS@ ,“_ I), Let n be the length of such a series, 
Define a function#&: d by #Q(S) = maximum of the lengths of all such 
chains of subsemigroups of S. 
3*3. brnna. Let ip : S -c* T where T is a “T,” semigroup generated by L i > . . . > I,,. 
Then thers exists a subsemigroup S’ of S that is “T,” and q&S’) = T. Conversely. if
S is a Vi’* semigroup, then T is a “Ti” semigroup. 
PRK& Let S, be a subsemigroup of smallest order subject o the condition &St) = T. 
Consider 4 35 the restriction of q to?+ from this point on. 
Choose “; to be an 12 CUSS of S, such that cp(t;) = L 1; L; exists by Fact 7.2.1 
of 1 l] l NOW WI)p* P+Zlas%SLi, ..a) L’of SI have been chosen such that t sj 5 n, 
tp%;,=Lk. k= t, .r.e 1 1 d L; 3 . . . > Lj . Then consider gi+l = {Lf,l : Lj,i is an 
A? clnssofSl, Ip(L;+1)ELj*l and LT > Lht ). We first show that d j+l is non- 
empty. 
Let z E It” be chosen so that tLj nLl+l # 0. Let &XI such that q(t’) = t. Then 
q(t’L;) = qfr’)q(L~) =5 YL- and tLj f~ Li+I 
g- QLj+l ) is 8 union of d 
# Q. Thus q- ‘(Li+l) f-i t’L; + $9. Now 
classes af S, and any i? class of q-‘(Li&) that meets 
t’L?beiongs to f?i+t. Thus Pi,+.1 is nonempty. 
a 
Let ti++1 be a (5) 
But SiLJ+ 
minimal member of Pi+ 1. Then LT > LT+ 1 and dLy+ 1) Cz Lj+ 1. 
is a Jeft ideal, SO(P(S#?+~) = T$fL;+!) = TILj+*, but by minimality of 
LT+l, p(S*L&i -L;+l)“Lj+l =fbaThusdLFI)=LJ+I* \ 
Thus we can choose L; > . . . > Li so that cp(t;) = L,. But then if S2 is the sub- 
* A variation ob typd af clhapter 9 of f 1 f . 
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semigroup generated by Li U . . . U Li (S2 = U.; U l . . U I.$), we have 
scs,)=<s(t;)u...uSIL:))=(t,u... U it,) = T. Thus by minimality of S,, S2 =,!$ 
so St is a “T,” semigroup. Thus take S’= St. The converse is clear. 
3.4. Lemma. Let S be a combinatoriaf “7’~” semigroup. Then S is an ‘*RI” semi- 
group (and hence S commutes over groups.) 
bf. (An apptication of the “Principle of Induction for Combinatorial Semigroups”. 
See 5.5 of [ 1) .) Since S is combinatorial, S I fit’ for sonre n >, f . (r-i:?’ = 
UBW . . . w W3 (n times).) Assume ,9 4% T s t/p), where T is a *‘T1 ” semigroup 
guaranteed by Imma 3,3. It is sufficient to prove that T is an “‘RI” semigroup. 
k-duct on n. if T !& &$, then T= {S). or (O]‘, the only ‘7,” semigroups that are 
subsemigroups of U3. Thus is this casz T is m ‘R I” semigroup. 
Assume the Iemma is true for n, that is, if T G #Y$@ then T is MRl”. Suppose 
TG (‘Jp+l) zI/jn%W c/j z F(&, U$‘? X, Us, and sup- ifo, ~0) and C./i, ‘11 
are R equivalent idempotents of T. Let pl : F(c13. W$@)f X, 03 ++ U3 be the 
projection homomorphism. Then p1 (7’) s U3 is a VI” semigroup, so pl[fO, Q) = 
sll(fj9 q 1, i.e. ro = q. p&7’) can either be one point or can be isomorphic to {O]‘, 
i.e., PI(T) = { t , II ) C {a, 6 )‘I ) for example. Consider first the case when p*(T) is 
one point, say Q. Then every element of T is of the form ( fi a), where fE F(C$-, Up)). 
So we can consider the homomorphism J, : T + flU3, lY!$)) defined by $$J &) = 
Y(U)@ 3 ‘f. Then $(T) sl;rU3. UpI) is “T1” and hence is ‘R ,” by induction and 
the fact that F(U3, t.Jy’) Z VP) X t@j X WY). Now ‘4f0 = \t(f,, P)% $t(f,,i) = 
‘fl since $ is a homomorphism, and thus ‘f. = *,f* since #I(T) is “R 1’1%. Now 
i.e., (f,. a) = cfi, a), so in this case T is ‘R (‘. 
Secondly, consider thecase when PI(T) = {O~‘and~&,/‘&q,) =pl(ft. Q) =O- 
Then each element of T has for a first coordinate ither 0 or 1. The map $ : T + 
F(U3, Up’) defined by $(f;x) = Y(O)fis again a homomorphism. Hence the 
previous argument can be used a 
FinaUy, suppose ~~(7’) = ! 
ain, proving that T is “‘R I ‘: 
{O) andplj& roj = pl(fr, ‘1) = I. A@ each element 
of T has first coordinate ither 0 or 1. Let L 1, . . . . L, be the &? classes of T that 
generate T, and tet L 1 + ,.. , Lk be the f? clasm whose elements have I in the first 
coordinzte. Also, Let T’ = {(f, x) E T : x = I ), a subsemigroup. Obviousfy (but 
critically) s’ = (L I, -.., L$. In fact, it is also obviousfbut critical) that each 
Lj, i = 1’) .. . . k is an L class of T’, so T’ is a “T, ” semigroup. Now pl(n is one 
e*zment, so proceed as in the first case to conclude thrtt T and hence S is an “I? t” 
semigroup. 
3.5. Lemma. Let S be a non-combinatorial “T1’” semigroup. Then 
haf. (a) Suppose l&Y) = (n, C), n 2 Z or (tt, GG), n >, 3. Then there exists 
(X~.T)a~d(XI,C)~chthatS~S1E(X~~T)w(~,,C)whereC(T)=(n--1,G), 
G is a combinatoriaf semigroup. and St is a “Tt ” semigroup (by Lemma 3.3). 
lF;Uf?hefm~~re, let Jq : fir*, rI‘) w ix,, C) - C be the projection homomorphism. 
Then we can assumepl(l$ ) = C, for if not, i.e., ifPl(St) C C, then S, s (X1, T) VJ 
(X, 1 p&Q )). But pt($) =; C is a combinatorial “Tt” semigroup, hence an ‘?? t” 
secmigroup by the preceding lemma. 
Now there are two cases. Let ft 2 3. Then write (X2, 7’) w (Xl, C) as 
where C(T’) = (rt -2,c,and(Yl.e’j -s t I a ra.nsformation group. But since C is “%E I*‘. 
{Yt. C) w (Xt, c) is “RI”, and hence has complexity (Z,G). Thus c’(S) < (tt - 2, C) @ 
(2, c-1 = tn -- 1, G), g contradiction. 
Secondly, if C(S) = (2, c), then 
But by t)l;e previous argument, 
cl(x,. G) w (X, L c)) == (2, G) l 
Therefore c(S) 5 (2, G), a contradiction. Hence (a) is proved. 
(b) Recall that if a(s) + (0 ), CtEG(Sjj = (n, CI) for some n 2 I. (Use 6.2.7 
of [ 11.) Let S he J non-combinatorial “T, ” semigroup. Assume c(s) = (n, G), 12 $, 1 
and C&C&S)] = (m, CT), m z 1. Since 
we have m + I <, n. in all cases we find that 
if qs) = (2, CV G), then C[EG($)] < (1, c). So again eq. (3.1) holds. 
Wtr are now ready to state and prove the theorem of this section. that #, (Def. 
3.2) is always a lower bound for *G. 
3.6. Theorem. #r(s) 5 #&S) for alf finite semigroups S.
Roof. If S is combinatorial, i.e. #+#) = 0, then S has no “Tl” subsemigroups that 
are non-tmnbinatorial. Therefore. #fiS) = 0. Let S be non-combinatorial nd 
assume J+(S) = n, where II_ > I . Let tire chain of subsemigroups 
Therefore 
3.7. Discussion mad renwks. We conjecture that #[(S) = #r;(S) far all finite semi- 
groups. Some evidence to date is the following: 
(a) +j&(&)) = 4+$FR[XJ) =&I - 1 
and 
#AFi (Xn)) = +kG(FL(Xn)) = n -- I . 
I 
To see this let Sn = FR (X, ) or FIN(X,). Then S, is a T 1” semigroup sir-~ S, is 
generated &y its group of units G, tagethLr with any idempotent pfl _ 1 uf rank H -~ 1. 
Further EC&S,) = (S,, - Ct) U { I ), so Sn_ &EC&). Thus by induction, n - I 5 
*$S,I ) <, #&$I ). But by Zeiger (see IS] section 5) +$Fx(Xn)) 5 rz - I and by 
Alien 191, #G(F&4Qj <n - 1. 
For FR(X~). that +V’R(.X~)) = flG(Q&&)). was first proved in [ 81 sectian 5. 
We caution the reader that unlike the semigroup FR(XfJ), #G(sS) and #&(s*)) 
can differ by arbitrary amounts, even when S is a union of groups as examplas of 
Zalcstein and Allen show. See [9) and [ 1 I ] . 
(b) #&S) = X,(S, for all S which are unions of groups. 
Roof. Essentially the proof of(i) of Theorem 9.2.5 of [ 11 yields I(b)‘ SpeciGcally, 
in the proof of Lemma 9U.29 we can clearly choosqv,, . . . . yt so that yi = yk and 
Y,, > #.. > ~1 u L.et C$ be the maximal subgroup containing WY/ and let (i be the $J class 
t :?.7i; :i.g ‘;r Then 
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X?l =G, 
X n_.. j =J,__ jG* ._ jcI‘, 
AndT=X,U...UXt.ButTisgenerintedbyLt,l,,] =G,>Ltv,_I] =J,f_IGn_I= 
JR-. IYn- 1 > . . . >lqyv,] =J,G, =?: J,y,. Thus T is a “T1” semigroup, since each 
f& 1 is left simple (and thus is contained in an @ class of T). Now*(b) follows from 
the prt>Qf in f I 1. 
(c) Using the result mentioned in (2.13)(d) the authors can show that #r(,!Y) =
#&V) if S is regular and S 0 is cambinatcjrial nd for other classes of semigroups. 
The details will be presented e&sewJlere. Tilscm*s Thesis f IO] contains further resuits 
and techniques fur sho+ng #&S) = #&.S). 
Ad&d in proof: For a continuation of this paper see the forthcoming paper “Improved 
tower Bounds for the Complexity of Fimte Semigroups” by the authors, to appear 
in Advances in M~thcmatics, Zn which an sxampfe S is given with #Its, ?$ #OS). 
Wowtver, then stronger lower bounds for eompJexity will be derived in this future 
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